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Mónica Ruiz Loyola

Project 1
Harbinger II: Subtle Collisions
Curatorial Project: Exhibition Art and Science
Botanical Garden, Ghent Belgium
2019

Where there are uncertainty and doubt, there is the desire to understand. To face uncertainties, we sometimes have to predict, anticipate, and rely
on our intuition. We estimate changes and try to visualize unknown matters. The exhibition Harbinger II: Subtle Collisions asks the question:
what are the common grounds between art and science? Could it be in the way both fields use prediction and intuition as an approach towards
understanding the world? A harbinger predicts future events. Both artists and scientists could be considered as forerunners, who reveal
imperceptible phenomena. They aim to reach sensible dimensions of the world, driven by a constant curiosity.
Harbinger II: Subtle Collisions combines works by the artistic researchers associated with KASK & Conservatorium, developed after a visit to the
CERN facilities in Geneva, with work by artists selected by the postgraduate students of Curatorial Studies. It is part of Harbinger, a project by
Curatorial Studies in collaboration with art@CMS and Ghent University.

Foto por Ingel Vaikla

links:
https://harbinger.schoolofarts.be/
https://harbinger.schoolofarts.be/wp-content/uploads/2019/05/
PRESS_RELEASE_ENG.pdf

http://www.curatorialstudies.be/

Photos by Ingel Vaikla

Project 2

WEEKEND AT CHARLIE'S
Curatorial Project: Exhibition Contemporary Art
2019

During the program Curatorial Studies, we worked with the extensive collection of modern and contemporary art from Jeanne and Charles
Vandenhove. The collection contains some 300 works of art the Vandenhoves have been collecting over the past 50 years.
WEEKEND AT CHARLIE'S brought together seven ensembles of artworks from the collection of the Belgian architect Charles Vandenhove, as
well as other private and public sources. The interconnecting ensembles allowed for multiple readings and unexpected juxtapositions, reflecting
the unique and surprising composition of the Vandenhove collection.
With works by
Carlos Alfonso | Hilla & Bernd Becher | Christian Boltanski | Elsa Brès | Athos Bulcão | Pierre Caille | Eduardo Chillida | Amédée Cortier | Jo
Delahaut | Frédéric Fourdinier | François Hers | Julian Hetzel | Ann Veronica Janssens | Thomas Kuijpers | Sol Lewitt | Guy Mees | Hans Op de
Beeck | Lili M. Rampre | Sophie Ristelhueber | Joe Scanlan | Amélie Scotta | Adriaan Van Leuven | Jan Vercruysse | Py & Verde | Didier Vermeiren |
Marthe Wéry | Léon Wuidar

Project 3
Absence
Interactive installation
Collaboration Eduardo Jiménez/MONODATA
2014- 2018

Mexico has been seriously affected by the problem of feminicides, as is the case of the women killed in Ciudad Juárez. “Absence” is a tribute to
all women brutally murdered or those who are still missing. I made an interactive installation using a sewing machine because in Ciudad Juárez,
a lot of women who are murdered, work in maquiladoras or textile factories. The sewing machine is the object that represents the absence.
The strong part of this piece is a beautiful poem by Rocío Cerón, who wrote it specially for this installation. Absence was presented in Cultural
Center Roca Umbert, Barcelona, Galerie La libertad in Querétaro, Mexico and in different light festivals: Light Festival in Ghent (2015), Filux
(festival of lights in Mexico, 2015), Lux Helsinki (Finland, 2017) and Radical Light (Tartu, Estonia 2018).

https://vimeo.com/174322609
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jvsqZUL1XIc
https://plan.fi/plan-ja-lux-helsinki-ovat-yhdessa-tyttojenpuolella
https://2018.tartuvalgus.ee/en/exhibitions/city-space-installations/radical-light/

Absence
Filux Festival of lights, México city
Interactive installation
https://vimeo.com/user406409

Project 4
Death and life of the image
Performance
Part of the International Performance Festival
Ex-Teresa Arte Actual
Mexico City

“Death and life of the image” was a performance where my breathing is the most important part. I tried to figure out the existence of my image
but also relate it with life and death. Through my breathing, I control the image and the audio. The performace has 5 stages: memories of the
image, loss of consciousness of the image, delirium of the image, the agony of the image and death of the images. Each stage consists of 25
breaths, each breath lowers the audio bit at each stage, as well as controlling the effects in the video projected next to my bed.
https://www.monikaloyola.com/project-03
Filux Festival of lights, México city
Interactive installation

Project 5
Collective Conversation
Artist in Residence (Konnektor)
Langerbrugge, Belgium 2020

The last summer I was selected as artist in residence in Konnektor. Between city, port and hinterland, in the vicinity of the iconic Langerbrugge
electricity plant, the layered art-project KONNEKTOR has its ground. http://gouvernement.gent/konnektor/residenties-residencies/
The name of my project is “Collective conversation” which consisted of asking residents for stories through meaningful object for them: family
photos and objects that show their personal relationship with the neighborhood and the power plant.
https://www.monikaloyola.com/project-08

Collective Conversation
Art installation
Artist in Residence (Konnektor)
Langerbrugge, Belgium 2020

The light in the art installation is connected to the audios. The intensity of the voice controls the intensity of the light.
https://konnektor.be/project/collectieve-conversatie-monica-ruiz-loyola/

Project 6
Peñoles Metals Museum.
Torreón, Coahuila
Interactive Design

I was part of the Hotpixel team, an interactive design studio in Mexico. Currently the studio is part of Cocolab (https://cocolab.mx/en/
#inicio). The functions that I was in charge, was conceptualization and interactive design. Peñoles Metals Museum contacted Hotpixel
to renovate its museum and make it more attractive for young people. I lead the project to make the proposal, working hand by hand
with the programmer and the graphic designer.

Peñoles Metal Museum
Interactive Design

RENDER

My proposal was a modular table based on hexagons. The design refers to the aesthetics of the chemical formulas in
accordance with the content showed in the museum.

Peñoles Metals Museum
Interactive Design

I thought about designing interactivity in stages so that each hexagon explained the metal extraction process step by step. The videos
provided by the Museum were used and information was added with motion graphics to make it easier to understand the extraction
process of some metals. https://vimeo.com/50776788
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